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ABSTRACT
This research is motivated by the number of Sea Transportation Service (JPT) companies
operating in the port of Tanjung Emas which lost their revenue for 6 months in a row, resulting in
the revocation of their permits. The inability to compete in the form of low operational
performance leads to a decrease in financial performance. Some researchers believe that
innovation in logistics is the most effective way of increasing competitive advantage and firm
performance in the logistics industry.
Therefore, this study aims to analyze the relationship between innovation in logistics, operation
performance, and financial performance and the factors that influence innovation is strategic
action and knowledge management orientation. The data were obtained from a questionnaire
filled by 178 Sea Management Services (JPT) companies operating in the Port of Tanjung Emas
Semarang. Data were analyzed with Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) using AMOS software.
The result of the statistical analysis shows that directly strategic action and innovation in
logistics have a positive and significant effect on operational performance. Indirectly knowledge
management orientation has a positive and significant effect on operational performance
through innovation in logistic.

Key Words : strategic action, knowledge management orientation, innovation in logistic,
operation performance and financial performance.

I. INTRODUCTION
1. BackgroundThat every year the number andpercentage of the company's TransportationManagement Services (JPT) Sea that does notmove higher, but it also can be seen thatevery year the number of companies JPT Seais increasing. In 2013 there are 105companies, two years later in 2015, thenumber increased to more than doubled to

218 companies. Seeing this phenomenonsignifies in addition to the decliningperformance of companies in the marinelogistics industry, also indicates the level ofcompetition in the marine logistics industryis getting higher.Based on the business condition, theformulation of research problem developedin this research is "How to improve the
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performance of JPT Laut company operatingin Port of Tanjung Emas Semarang?"
2. Research AimsThis study has the following objectives:1) To test and analyze the impact of strategicaction towards innovation in logistics.2) To test and analyze the influence ofknowledge management orientationtowards innovation in logistics.3) To test and analyze the influence ofinnovation in logistics towards operationperformance.4) To test and analyze the effect ofinnovation in logistics towards financialperformance.5) To test and analyze the influence ofstrategic action towards operationperformance.6) To test and analyze the influence ofoperation performance towards financialperformance.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
1. Strategic ActionResearch that discusses the influence ofstrategic action on innovation is also still verylimited. In this study, the strategic actionvariable is indicated, among others, by theinvolvement of top management and theclarity of the business objectives. Brah andLim (2006 ) in his research stated that topmanagement is responsible for creating aclimate that explores the success of theprogram. Thus, strong leadership qualitiesare an important component in applyinginnovation in logistics.According to Hitt, Ireland, & Hoskinsson(2013 ), a company in executing businessstrategy must be committed to innovation,taking risks and creating opportunities, notjust waiting. In the process of innovation,there are creative actions to build a product.Innovation will be born from a company that

gives an opportunity to its staff members achance to be creative with ideas. Andencouraging them to work together in agroup will create a solid innovation for thecompany.Sakchutchawan et al. (2011) strategicaction is a long-term response and wide inconnection with top managementinvolvement, clarity of business goals andresource allocations.
2. Knowledge Management OrientationYazhou research results and Jian (2013)shows that knowledge managementorientation (KMO) positive effect oninnovation (innovation) either technical oradministrative nature and thereforecompanies should pay more attention to thelogistics KMO. The company can improve theinnovative capability by training andeducation on labor to obtain quality humanresources, Yu Lin (2006).Soosay and Hyland (2004) in hisresearch stated the company can takeknowledge from each other, and build on it toimprove and persist in leading to moreinnovative ideas. Taking the knowledge ofone another in Sosay research and Haylan(2004) in line with the theory of knowledgesharing in research Wang et al. (2009) whichis an indicator of knowledge managementorientation (KMO).Implementation of knowledgemanagement orientation (KMO) will improvethe quality of human resources of thecompany, so as to create innovation inlogistics in order to realize competitiveadvantage and impact on the performance ofthe company.Wang et al. (2009) and Yazhou and Jian(2013) define knowledge managementorientation as a relative tendency oforganizations to build organizationalmemory and the tendency to share
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knowledge, assimilate knowledge and acceptnew wisdom (knowledge receptivity).
3. Inovation in LogisticsAccording to McDermott and Prajogo (2012), Innovation has long been recognizedas one of the major sources of competitiveadvantage in business organizations,including in the service sector. Indeedinnovation in service companies has led tothe greatest growth rate and dynamism overthe past few years in terms of economicactivity. As a result, innovation in servicecompanies has become an important topic inbusiness competition.The results of the study Brentani (2001)suggests that product/service innovation issignificantly beneficial to firms in terms ofbusiness performance. Logistics companiesare looking for the right logistical innovationthat will enable companies to meet firmperformance, including increasing customerexpectations while keeping costs down, sothat the problems of delays, disruptions andperformance losses become or near zero.Therefore innovation helps companiesachieve competitive advantage by enablingquick and cost-effective responses to specificcustomer demands.The results of Sakchutchawan et al(2011) show that innovation in logistics isthe key to company leverage point toimprove firm performance. The use ofcommunication and information technology(ICT) is a form of innovation in logistics andthere is evidence of the impact of informationand communication technologiescontributing to reducing costs and increasingthe level of customer service recognition thatis a form of firm performance. Concludesfrom previous research then practically aninnovation does not need to be completelynew to the business community but tocustomers becoming something new, better

or improved service is an innovation in orderto stay ahead in the global competition,companies must be consistent in searchingfor innovative strategies for improving theircompetitiveness in logistics.
4. Operational PerformanceOperational performance of the logisticsindustry according to Sakchutchawan et. al(2011) viewed from the perspective ofcompetitive advantage is the condition wherethe output of logistics process seen in thescope of expenses n cost, deliveryperformance, customer satisfaction, andservice. This is closely related to thecompany's financial condition which is seenfrom several things: the scope of operational,net profit, sales growth, and corporatefinancial liabilities.Through research from Joon (2008), oncorporate strategic actions and operationperformance, it is known that a company'sstrategy will change along with marketconditions, and if the company can expectvarious strategies with high frequency it willresult in better performance for the company.A company's strategic business reflects thecompany's commitment to change to moveforward. A good company will try to combineor combine various strategic actions (a set ofstrategic actions) in order to achieve the bestresults in the market. Thus, success is theability to adapt and redefine the strategicactions of a company to maintain itsperformance.Operational performance of the logisticsindustry according to Sakchutchawan et. al(2011) viewed from the perspective ofcompetitive advantage is a condition wherethe output of logistics process seen in thescope of cost reduction, deliveryperformance, decrease complaints andservice quality.
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5. Financial PerformancePerformance according to Jeaning andBeaver (1997) is a benchmark of success anddevelopment of the company. Performancemeasurement is complex and a majorchallenge for researchers, which Beal (2000)argues for a multidimensional performanceconstruct and therefore performance

measurement with a single measurementdimension is incapable of providing acomprehensive understanding.Financial performance of the logisticsindustry by Sakchutchawan et. al (2011) is acondition of financial performance indicatorswithin the scope of operating profit, netincome, sales growth and corporate financialliabilities.
6. Theoritical Framework

Figure 1
Theoritical Framework

The hypotheses that have beendeveloped are summarized below:
H1: Strategic Action positively affectsInnovation in Logistics
H2: Knowledge Management Orientationpositively affects Innovation in Logistics
H3: Innovation in Logistics has a positiveeffect on Operation Performance
H4: Innovation in Logistics has a positiveeffect on Financial Performance
H5: Strategic Action has a positive effect onOperation Performance

H6: Operation Performance has a positiveeffect on Financial Performance
III. RESEARCH METHODThe sample was taken from 178owners/head of Sea TransportationManagement company operating in TanjungEmas Port Semarang from a population of239 companies. The data were collectedusing questionnaires as a tool. To test themodel and the relationship developed in thisresearch is needed analysis technique. Theanalysis technique used in this research isStructural Equation Modeling (SEM) which isoperated by AMOS program.
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IV. ANALYSIS DATA AND DISCUSSIONHypothesis testing is done according toCritical Ratio (CR) value of a causality relationship of SEM test result which can beseen in the table below:
Table 1

Regression Weight Structural Equational ModelEstimate SE CR P LabelInnovation <--- Strategic_Action , 103 , 111 , 924 , 356 par_9Innovation <--- Knowledge_Management_Orietation , 585 , 112 5,213 *** par_10Operational_Performance <--- Innovation , 252 , 086 2,932 , 003 par_11Operational_Performance <--- Strategic_Action , 338 , 111 3,038 , 002 par_13Financial_Performance <--- Innovation , 039 , 083 , 474 , 635 par_12Financial_Performance <--- Operational_Performance , 556 , 115 4,842 *** par_16The estimation parameter for testinghypothesis 1 (H1) is the influence of strategicaction toward innovation in logistic shows CRvalue 0,924 with probability 0,356. It isknown that the value is not eligible for theacceptance of H1 that is CR value 0.924 whichis smaller than 1.96 and probability 0.356which is greater than 0.05 it can be concludedthat strategic action has no effect oninnovation in logistic.Testing of hypothesis 2 (H2) that is theinfluence of Knowledge ManagementOrientation to Innovation in Logistics showvalue of CR equal to 5,213 and withprobability equal to 0,001. Both values areeligible for H2 acceptance. From these resultscan be concluded that KnowledgeManagement Orientation positivelyinfluences on Innovation in Logistics.Similarly, for testing hypothesis 3 (H3),the influence of Innovation in Logistics toOperation Performance shows CR value2.932 and with a probability of 0.003. Bothvalues are eligible for H3 acceptance of CRvalue of 2.932 which is greater than 1.96 andprobability of 0.003 less than 0.05 it can be

concluded that Innovation in Logistics has apositive effect on Operational Performance.The result of hypothesis 4 (H4) test isthe influence of Innovation in Logistics toFinancial Performance is not similar to that,H4 test result shows CR value 0.474 issmaller than 1,96 and with probability equalto 0,635 bigger than 0,05 so it can beconcluded that Innovation in Logistics has noeffect on Financial Performance.Testing of hypothesis 5 (H5) that is theinfluence of Strategic Action to OperationalPerformance, showing the value of CR equalto 3,038 greater than 1,96 and withprobability equal to 0,002 less than 0,05, bothfulfill the requirement for acceptance ofhypothesis so that it can be concluded thatStrategic Action influence positive toOperational Performance.While testing of hypothesis 6 (H6) thatis the influence of Operational Performanceto Financial Performance show CR value4,842 bigger than 1,96 and with probabilityequal to 0,001 less than 0,05 both fulfill therequirement for hypothesis acceptance so itcan be concluded that Operational
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Performance has a positive effect to FinancialPerformance.
V. CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS,

LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH
AGENDA

1. ConclusionBased on the results of data analysis anddiscussion that have been done in this study,wherein this research submitted as much as 6(six) hypothesis. The conclusion ofhypothesis testing is as follows:1) The results of testing the effect ofstrategic action on innovation inlogistics show that strategic action hasno influence on innovation in logistics2) The results of testing the influence ofKnowledge Management Orientation toInnovation in Logistics shows that thereis a positive influence KnowledgeManagement Orientation to Innovationin Logistics.3) The test results of Innovation inLogistics influence on OperationalPerformance shows that Innovation inLogistics has a positive influence onOperational Performance.4) The test results of Innovation inLogistics's influence on Financial

Performance show that Innovation inLogistics has no effect on FinancialPerformance.5) The results of Strategic Action testing onOperational Performance shows thatStrategic Action has a positive influenceon Operational Performance.6) Test results of the influence ofOperational Performance on FinancialPerformance show that OperationalPerformance has a positive influence onFinancial Performance.
2. ImplicationsTo improve financial performance, it isnecessary to improve operationalperformance, where operationalperformance can be improved by increasingstrategic action.In addition, operation performance canalso be improved by innovation in logisticswhere innovation can be improved by way ofknowledge management orientedmanagement, which in the end theoperational performance will improvefinancial performance. Knowledgemanagement orientation also has thestrongest influence to improve financialperformance.
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3. Limitations of ResearchSome research limitations that can bedrawn from this research are as follows:1) Initially, this study was intended to usethe census method of a population of239 companies but a returnedquestionnaire of only 178 out of 239questionnaires was distributed.2) The sample in this research is notgrouped according to company size sothat result obtained less detail. MarineTransportation Management Company(JPT) can be grouped in big business aswell as small and medium enterprises(SMEs).3) Based on model feasibility test resultwith a full model with StructuralEquation Modeling (SEM) there is stillgoodness of fit criteria that enter into amarginal category that is Probabilityand AGFI.

4. Future Research AgendaThe results of this study and thelimitations found in the research can be asource of ideas for the development of thisresearch in the future, the extent of theresearch suggested from this study are:1) Expand the sample by obtaining datafrom the entire population by means ofthe census2) Divide the sample into groups based onfirm size which can be seen from theasset value, the amount of turnover andthe number of customers.3) Adding independent variables thataffect the performance of operations(operation performance) and financialperformance so as to obtain a modelthat meets the criteria of goodness of fit.
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